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the u.s. military has long been keen to maintain its presence in africa. the pentagon even plans to have special forces in 60 african nations by 2020.110 as bush senior once
said, "africa is a strategic point on the globe, and a strategic point on the globe is one which, if it's lost, we can lose a war from. and that is true of every place around the
globe."111 the u. has intervened militarily in africa at least twice since the vietnam war. the first time was in 1960, when it intervened in the congo, a vast mineral-rich land
mass the size of western europe, and home to some of the world's richest copper, cobalt, and diamonds deposits. but this intervention was a disaster, marked by widespread
human rights violations and the systematic plundering of its resources by western firms and governments, which handed the congo over to generations of corrupt
government ministers, some of whom still rule the country today.112 u.s. support for the south african apartheid state was the second time that it intervened in africa, at the
height of the cold war. the united states financed the brutal apartheid regime's brutal repression of anti-apartheid protests, including the notorious sharpeville massacre,113
which left more than sixty black protesters dead. the u. also aided the regime in its persecution of the anc, and in its campaign of murder and intimidation of critics, lawyers,
journalists, trade unionists, and political opponents.114 apartheid was a deadly, racist anachronism, but it was also a powerful tool for the united states, which sought to
prevent the spread of socialism in africa and counter the perceived threat of soviet power. it was a bloody intervention that ended with the death of hundreds of protesters
and civilians, and the further repression of the anc, who were driven underground to lead a guerrilla struggle. the victory of the anc in 1994 marked the end of the apartheid
regime, but the u.
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in addition, african governments have a growing number of pressing domestic concerns. human rights groups have documented violence against the poorest people in
angola, kenya and ethiopia. the governments of nigeria and cote divoire have been mired in conflicts. the central african republic is plagued by ethnic and religious violence.

and with civil wars in sudan and somalia, neighboring chad has taken on responsibility for the spillover refugees. the east african pipeline, a proposed $3 billion project to
transport oil from uganda to kenya and tanzania, was derailed in 2006 by low oil prices and by kenya and tanzania, who require that the pipeline be built through their

countries. without the pipeline, east african states can no longer reach the huge offshore oil fields in the gulf of aden, which are their only source of revenue. the nations are
also pursuing new export routes to the indian ocean, one of the fastest growing markets for oil. in fact, east african nations have quietly been expanding their exports to the

gulf, the $20 billion opec market, with no help from a pipeline. a tanker carrying 38,000 barrels of oil sailed from the kenyan port of mombasa to the persian gulf in the middle
of last year, the first tanker to ever carry crude oil to the gulf from the eastern african coast. in all, the east african nations are exporting some 140,000 barrels of oil per day.

eritreas oil production has tripled in the past four years. in ethiopia, oil revenues are expected to reach $1 billion by 2010. in both kenya and tanzania, oil revenues are
expected to double in a decade. 5ec8ef588b
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